Abstract -In this paper, we present a predictive strategy for teleoperating via communication channel with unknown and variable time delay, where the remote robot is compensated to be a linear system. According to the state received from remote plant and the local predictor, a discrete-time device called path governor(PG) generates on line a suitable time-parameterization of the path to be tracked, by solving at fixed interval a lookahead optimization problem. In order to demonstrate its effectiveness, a master/slave teleoperation problem over Internet is considered. Experimental results show that the teleoperation system can be stable and has good tracking performance under three circumstances.
I. INTRODUCTION
Teleoperation consists of controlling a plant situated at a remote location through a communication channel. This is usually affected by signal transmission delays and failures. Delays can be imposed by: limits on the speed of light during radio transmission, e.g. 0.4s for vehicles in low earth orbit [1] ; limits on the speed of sound during acoustic telemetry, for example 2s on 1700m round-trip; network traffic, such as on TCP/IP or UDP/IP connections on the Internet. While the first two are exactly predictable or even constant(for example in space application), the third kind of delay cannot be bounded a priori. The presence of delays highly disturbs the human operator's intuition and can lead to instability of the overall teleoperation. In order to handle constant time delay, several predictive display methodologies, for example, smith predictor [2] and the state predictive scheme [3] , have been applied on some robotic applications so as to ensure the stability and transparency of the whole teleoperation system. The control of teleoperation system is more complex, especially in the internet environment where the varying time delay is complex and random.
Several techniques have been tried to compensate for the effect of the varying time delay. Kosuge [4] proposed the virtual time delay method that keeps the apparent time delay constant and the stability of the system using the scattering transformation even with the variable transmission delay. However the time delay constant is hard to choose. A time forward observer developed for a supervisory control over the Internet by Brady and Tarn [5, 6] . A position-based forcefeedback scheme implemented by Obeo and Fiorini [7] . They suggest a bilateral architecture for remote teleoperation and discuss and take into account the time-varying nature of the internet and the nonlinear dynamics of the telerobot. An experiment is presented comprising of a hardware based master, and virtual software slave manipulator. However, the performance of these techniques depended on the model, delay time and environments.
In this paper, the design of predictive telecontrol schemes is able to ensure stability and, whenever possible, tracking performance in networked control problem is considered. We consider the predictive path parameterization control logic depicted in Fig.1 . For given the desired path to be tracked by the end-effector of the robot, the task level motion planning and control approach described in this paper does not require any previous time-parameterization. We assume that a remote controller has been already designed in order to guarantee, in absence of time-delay, nice stability and tracking properties. However the varying time delay may result in a violation of the stability and the tracking performance. In order to avoid this, we add to the predesigned teleoperation system a new discrete-time device at local place, denominated path governor(PG), which, on the basis of current position and velocity measurements, generates on line a suitable parameterization of the desired reference, as depicted in Fig.1 . The linear predictor is the model of the robot linearized by computing the nonlinear term of the remote robot. The PG can remedy the error brought by the calculation of the nonlinear term and eliminate the effect of the variable time delay, so the satisfied result can be acquired.
The PG attempts to reduce the computational complexity in two ways [8] : First, only a portion of the desired path is considered at a time; second, the resulting subtrajectory depends only on a scalar parameter-its end-point. This simpler planning processes evolve according to a receding horizon [9] strategy: The planned parameterization is applied until new measurements are available. Then, a new parameterization is evaluated which replaces the previous one. This provides the desired robustness against both model and measurement disturbance.
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II. PATH GOVERNOR FORMULATION
The robot closed-loop dynamics is expressed by 
,where h is the number of derivatives involved in the control law, usually h =0,1 or 2 .
The aim of this paper is to design a device, referred to as PG, which on-line selects the parameter ) (t s as to minimize the distance between the path of the local predictor and the remote robot. Since, as one can expect, this selection involves a nonnegligible amount of computations, this device will operate in discrete time, namely every T seconds. In order to avoid "blind-alleys", rather than selecting , and (9) We can use the state of the predictor ) (t x p as a state feedback to design the master controller with LQR control scheme [11] , so as to the slave controller, because the local predictor and the remote robot are linearized. The aim of the controller is make the output ) (t y p track the desired output ) (t y r using less control energy. Where P and Q satisfied the follow functions:
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A two-link planar manipulator is used extensively in the reference for illustration purposes appears in fig.3 
The time delays in the forward channel and the backward channel are unknown and variable, see in fig.4 The Cartesian task space position of the end-effector is related to the joint coordinates by the direct/inverse kinematics equations. The end-effector has to track the desired path and N=5 evaluations per period have been selected. We considered several different instances with variable time delay as Fig.4 : 1) the model is accurate and no disturbance input the system (see Fig.6 ); 2) the estimation of the nonlinear term has 10% error and no disturbance input the system (see Fig.7) ; 3) the estimation of the nonlinear term has 10% error and a disturbance as (13) input the system (see Fig.8-9 ). In this paper, we have considered the problem of teleoperating a remotely precompensated robot through a communication channel with unknown and variable time delay. With this framework, we proposed predictive path parameterization based on the output of the local linear predictor and the remote linearized robot. A timeparameterization of the path is generated on-line by performing at fixed intervals and the method has been shown to be implementable in real-time.
It has been shown that feasibility and convergence properties hold irrespective of the time delay. On the contrary, each instance may differ in the achievable tracking performance. It also has been shown that this technique is very robust to inaccurate model, the torque disturbance and the variable time delay. 
